2015 Trout in the Classroom
Teacher Training Workshop Agenda

Hosted by
Sierra Watershed Education Partnerships & Tahoe Environmental Research Center
Thursday, March 5th, 2015
3:30pm–7:00pm
at Tahoe Environmental Research Center
291 Country Club Dr. Room 141
Incline Village, Nevada

3:30-4:00 Check-in & Meet and Greet Activity
Happy Hour Appetizers provided, beer & wine available for $5

4:00-4:15 Permits
Meet with your host organization to fill out appropriate state wildlife permits.
(SWEP: CA, North Shore & Truckee, TERC: NV, Incline Village, USFS: South Shore)

4:15-4:30 Trout in the Classroom Overview presented by Ashley Phillips, Sierra Watershed Education Partnerships & Heather Segale, Tahoe Environmental Research Center

Guest Expert Presentations

4:30-5:30 Fish Biology & State Regulations: Permitting & Release Procedures presented by Joe Ferreria, CA Department of Fish & Wildlife

5:30-5:50 Lahonton Cutthroat Trout Recovery Project Update presented by Stephanie Byers, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service

5:50-6:10 Trout Unlimited from Top to Bottom: How Volunteers Can Make a Difference presented by David Lass, Trout Unlimited California

6:10-6:40 Tank Set-Up & Maintenance presented by Marshall Gratten, Pet Station

6:40-7:00 Classroom Resources presented by Ashley Phillips, Sierra Watershed Education Partnerships & Heather Segale, Tahoe Environmental Research Center

7:00-7:15 Final Q&A